combined macroscopic (magnetization measurements 131) and microscopic TMZssbauer spectroscopy and NMR) investigations are powerful tools for understanding the magnetic groperties. The series of a-RE 80A~20 alloys is particularly attractive because magnetic properties and crystal field effects vary with R E element, whereas one expects the structural short range order to be roughly
I
constant on the basis of the strong similarities between R E -Au phase diagrams [41. In these
I I
a-RE80A~20 alloys, only the R E atoms carry a magnetic moment, while the Au atoms are non-magne-
T/TC
tic. The present paper is devoted to the study of Fig. 1 Errors on last figure in parentheses.
In the ordered state (T < Notice that the temperature dependence of the average Hhf follows the reduced magnetization. The large E F G arises from charge disturbances caused by the asymmetry of the nearest neighbors atomic surrounding since E U~+ is an orbital S state ion. Refering to the structural studies on a-La80A~20 [7] , each Eu atom has on average 8Eu and 3Au atoms as nearest neighbors. The E F G axes are likely to be randomly distributed with respect to any macroscopic axis. The temperature dependence of (-1.7 m/s) between 4.2 and 245 K is unusually large ( Table I ) . We suggest tentatively that the anomalous ther-2 ma1 dependences of and e qQ might be a specific consequence of the amorphous structure. some The reduction of saturation moment per E U~+ atom is understood assuming a gaussian distribution of a. with a F W H M equal to 60". The 6s net density being constant, it is reasonable to assume that Jij has a narrow (gaussian) distribution around the mean value.
The hyperfine field at Eu nuclei arises from three main contributions :
H is the core polarization, which reflects the CP susceptibility of the inner shells via intra-atomic exchange with the localized moment. H is the OP ion's own polarization of the 6s electrons. According to Nowik et a1 [14] , the 6s polarization is proportional to the 6s net density and thus, a character [15] .
of exchange interaction between the localized moments, which are asperomagnetically ordered at low temperature. These magnetic properties, the unique value of the isomer shift and of the quadrupole 2+ interaction for all the Eu atoms con£ irm that there is a strong short range order. The isomer shift and the quadrupole interaction display anomalously large reversible temperature dependences, which are tentatively described in terms of a two-levels model, characteristic of amorphous states. Nsssbauer spectroscopy experiments at both rare earth and gold atoms in other a-RE 8oAU20 are in progress. These combined studies should provide detailed information with respect to magnetic order, short-range order and crystal field effects in such amorphous intermetallics.
